


 

Manchester based singer-songwriter who 

combines a powerful voice with twelve-

string guitar playing to create "heavy-

dark-rock like-blues" 

Juffage is Jeff T. Smith, a multi-

instrumentalist from Leeds via Chicago, 

Illinois. Expect a powerful and engaging 

entanglement of pop and noise music. 

Psychedelic pop with more than a hint 

of country. All aboard for the Magic 

Carpet Ride. 

After the release of his first album and 

a tour with First Aid Kit, expect to find 

breadth & ambition among influences 

from Neil Young and Jason Molina. 

JO ROSE  

The acclaimed Too Pure records has 

just released their latest single, 

championed by Lamacq and Laverne. 

FFO: Pixies, The Fall, Wild Beasts. 

JOHN AINSWORTH 

JUFFAGE 

KONTIKI SUITE 

Four guys from the north west who play 

instrumental rock music. Influenced by 

bands like Lite, and Toe, the band mix 

together math/post rock & prog. 

KUSANAGI 

Folkish singing and guitaring about 

wildness and wandering. 

Lifecycle are a live electronic three-

piece from East London, fusing 

breakbeats and psychedelia with 

improvised digital manipulation. 
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LEE SCHOFIELD 

LOCEAN 

Two-piece emo/DIY from Lavender 

Town (Leeds). 

A heady blend of harmonies and 

melodies, all wrapped up in a 

handsome alt-folk-pop package. 

Cardiff four-piece formed from the 

ashes of a previous synth pop band, 

this time with low-fi, reverb shunning, 

guitar based tunes in mind.  

Binding fragile, heartfelt lyrics to simple 

yet robust musicality and delivers them 

with “An incredible voice which sounds 

like a huskier take on Tim Buckley’s.” 

Stories & ideas delivered through 

sparse, fragile melodies, tender finger-

picking and sometimes strange and 

stilted chords: ‘Sounds like a ghost’" 

''Rawkus - sweet gritty melodies fired 

out in tasty snapshots of quick fire 

guitar and urgent but happy vocals - 

snappy!''  

Manchester based singer-songwriter - 

today performing with her band - Lucy 

is very much back & about to release 

her new 'Coming Back Home' EP 

Failed minor-league indie rock a la The 

Weakerthans, Stapleton, Pedro The 

Lion. Hopeless, broken, sweaty and 

occasionally excellent live. 

Glasgow's Great Cop have supported 

the likes of Metz, Tigers Jaw, & The 

Dismemberment Plan, Messy guitars, 

relentless drums & emo-tinged choruses  

Classic noise rock from Leeds / 

Bradford, UK. Now 11 years old. 

Lyrically potent and melodically 

conscious, influenced by grunge & 

psychedelia, a spooky drone-like folk 

sound, lifted by pop aware melody. 

Too earnest to be pop and too pop to 

be underground.  

Odd guitar-pop with a dark folk 

undertone. They've been compared to 

The Breeders, Deerhoof and "The 

Mamas & The Papas on 4AD" 

Songs For Walter's dreamy folk 

reminds us that, essentially, life is 

sweet; but not your bog-standard 

Werther’s Original. 

Described by the MEN as Edgar Allen 

Poe with a guitar and deeply inspired 

by Romanticism. Essential for fans of 

Nick Cave & Anna Calvi.  

Relentlessly inventive guitar band 

complete with rich harmonies, pounding 

rhythms and dark lyrics. 

LIFECYCLE 

LOCEAN 

MARGOT 
There are no new waves, there is only 

the ocean. Modern old from Cardiff, 

Newport & Bristol, part of Pull the 

Strings Bristol diy collective. 

MAX WILLIAM 

Danish intricate post-rock group who’ve 

just finished recording their 3rd album, 

with previous releases on BSM. This will 

be their first tour in the UK in 4 years. 

Passionate and heartfelt acoustic folk 

infused with strong punk rock and emo 

influences from the Isle of Wight via 

Winchester. 

MIMAS 

NAT JOHNSON 
Folk and country harmonies from 

former Monkey Swallows the Universe 

leader. "Witty, poignant, classy and 

heartfelt" - Our Favourite Places. 

In deadlock between a desire to live 

the Good Life and an irksome feeling 

of existential dread. An 8-piece semi-

harmonic alt. folk band 

OH MAN, THE MOUNTAIN 

A post-punk/hardcore band with a 

general dislike of the number 16 and 

pastoral themes. 

NITKOWSKI 

NOPE 
Inspired by psychedelic repetitive and 

primitive sludge the like of which will be 

dredged from the River Air following the 

collapse of the industrial world in 2068. 

One woman melancholic pop, exploring 

themes of heartbeat, lust and loss on 

the ukulele and guitar. Likes talking to 

strangers. 

Intense, abrasive noise-rock from 

London. FFO: Shellac, Dazzling Killmen, 

Jesus Lizard, Unsane, Will Haven, 

Sonic Youth. DIY as fuck. 

Two-piece. Odd time signatures. 

Classical guitar through pedals. Drum 

kit. Vocals. Ex-Deaf to Van Gogh's 

Ear/Ex-New Hips/Ex-Plank/Douga. 

PLAYACTING 

POST WAR GLAMOUR GIRLS 

PUZZLE 
Thoughtful indie guitar pop from 

Liverpool. Established 2007.  

 

QUADRILLES 

Sparse and prickly fairy tales that 

linger beneath haunting space-echo 

guitars. Think The Notwist meets Iron 

& Wine. 

RADSTEWART 

A curious fourtet based in London. They 

began writing together in 2009. They 

mostly write melodious 3-minute nuggets 

sprinkled with some complex sections. 

RAILWAY HOTEL 

RATTLE 

SAM BROOKES 

GREAT COP 

SAMOANS 

SCREEN WIVES 

SHANA TOVA 

SHELLEY JANE 

SILENT FRONT 

Intricate indie for fans of This Town 

Needs Guns and Tangled Hair with 

the brain-baiting catchiness of perfect 

pop: Subversive earworms. 

Rattle craft rich songs & melody using 

drums and voice alone. Their music 

weaves and intertwines post-punk, 

minimalism and experimental rock. 

Steve Reich-influenced progressive 

chamber pop from Glasgow on 

Mogwai’s Rock Action record label. 

SONGS FOR WALTER 

. 

“Musically, he excels at narratively rich 

folk, delivered in a soaring, clear-as-a-

bell voice that makes every word of his 

evocative lyrics count.” Sunday Times 

Entirely improvised, like a party. Driven 

by noisy, drilling, sexy influences and 

built around poet Lauren Bolger’s jittery, 

hypnotic phrasing of truths.  

Intricate, melodic, progressive math-rock 

from Wales. Notorious for their energy, 

fret-board mastery and exhaustive 

drumming.  

Screen Wives are a fragrant potpourri 

of spiky, noise and pop driven post-

hardcore, combining power violence 

brevity and sparkly melodies. 

2-piece instrumental, theatrical, math 

rock band from Chicago with 

comparisons to Tim & Eric Awesome 

Show Great Job!, Battles, Don Caballero. 

SPACE BLOOD 

SPANISH WIVES 

SPARROWHAWKS 

SPRING OFFENSIVE 

Since it's just me and a guitar, it 

sounds like a boy singing and a guitar 

being played. The lyrics are the kind 

that make you think about stuff.  

request a cover, i'll only do it if it's 

STEFAN MELBOURNE 

SUDDEN SONDER 

SWEET DEALS ON SURGERY! 

TEKLA 

THAT FUCKING TANK 

THE BEAR AROUND YOUR NECK 

THE DRINK 

Multi-instrumentalist and songwriter 

Martin Longstaff and friends make 

hauntingly beautiful and honest music. 

FFO Feist, Villagers & Jackson Browne. 

Début EP, ‘Honest Hearts’ out now. 

Honest and heartfelt lo-fi folk from 

London. Spending 2014 touring the UK 

& Europe as well as playing festivals 

such as Hevy and Slam Dunk. 

THE GILDINGS 

THE LAKE POETS 

THE LION AND THE WOLF 

THE COLLECTED FICTIONS 

REMEMBER REMEMBER 

LUCY & THE CATERPILLAR TELLISON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a.P.A.t. 

ACRE TARN   

A WINNING PAIR 

 
a.P.A.t.T 

ACRE TARN 

AEROPLANE FLIES HIGH 

A Winning Pair are a DIY two-piece, 

playing a mesh of surf pop, noise pop, 

jangle pop, and lo-fi. Think Best Friends 

Playing Black Flag songs. 

Baffling for nearly ten years, pushing 

their practice into new uncharted areas. 

Sounding like no-one yet reminding you 

of everything. Your favourite mixtape! 

 
We are a sum of two halves, founded 

by chance and brought together to 

realise our musical craft. We are 

explorers. 

Named after a Smashing Pumpkins box-

set but closer musically to Nirvana and 

Blood Red Shoes. Grungy distorted 

guitars and a whole load of fun. 

ALPHA MALE TEA PARTY 
Alpha Male Tea Party are a loud and 

aggressive sort of math-rock band who 

write melodic, joyous riff rock. They 

have a new album called Droids. 

ANKLES 
Eight bass strings. ANKLES. Three drums. 

ANKLES. Four cymbals. ANKLES. Six 

ankles. ANKLES. 

ANTLEZ 
A mix of math-rock guitar wrapped in 

pop songs makes a perfect combination 

for those who enjoy a naughty riff as 

much as a chorus’ hook. 

BAD GRAMMAR 
Noisy Manchester-based two-piece 

who’ve shared stages with Dinosaur 

Pile-Up, Future Of The Left and Drenge. 

Riffy pop jams galore.  

BEAR TRADE 
Four friends brought up on a diet of 

bands & melodic punk rock. Honest 

songs from Sunderland fuelled by life 

events, beer, good times and whisky. 

BEARFOOT BEWARE 
Energetic, scrappy; Bearfoot Beware are 

an alt-rock band from Leeds. Merging 

post-hardcore and math rock, while 

maintaining pop sensibilities. 

BODY HOUND 
Instrumental progressive bullshit from 

ex Rolo Tomassi/Antares members. 

Sounds like Yes playing Meshuggah 

and Stravinsky. Groovy and weird. 

BRAWLERS 
Brawlers. Leeds. Party. Punk rock. 

Beers. Party. Beers. Sing-a-longs. Party. 

(Beers). 

BURNING ALMS 
Consisting of former members of 

Calories and Distophia with a literary 

and experimental style of “feedback-

drenched, jazz chord genius” 

CAÏNA 
"The flesh used by CAÏNA is chiefly that 

of one man, but sometimes it demands 

more. Unclassifiable on record. Live, 

primarily cinematic black drone." 

Four-piece, double drum bass noise 

rock. Cattle deliver a sludgy low-end, 

with ‘through the teeth’ vocals and walls 

of psychedelic noise. 

CATTLE 

CLAW THE THIN ICE 
Manchester-based Claw The Thin Ice 

play crushingly huge emotional rock 

that will make you want to destroy 

worlds. 

DEAR PARIAH 
Charlotte Hinchcliff creates soaring 

soundscapes through her arrangements, 

her voice holds the weight of an old 

soul on young shoulders. 

DENSON 
Four piece experimental odd-pop band. 

Inspired by your lack of a soul. 

A ramshackle group of perpetually laid-

back humans creating music that 

straddles the lines between psychedelia, 

folk, indie pop and grunge. 

DIGNAN PORCH 

PROC 

Douga marry an ear for melody with 

influences that include psychedelia, 

folk, avant & krautrock. Expect beats, 

guitars, freakouts & drones. 

ELEPHANTINE 
Influenced by the likes of Kate Bush, 

Sonic Youth, Deerhoof and Weezer, 

expect a PJ Harvey-esque stage 

presence and heavy riffs 

EMA SIERRA 
Based in Bristol, Ema Sierra is a writer, 

musician and teller of intimate stories 

with a voice that floats steadily over a 

distant, droning guitar.  

FIELDS 
Confident and anthemic songs from 

Nottingham, firmly influenced by indie-

rock stalwarts The Charlatans and The 

Libertines. 

FAWN SPOTS 
Devotees of early Joy Division and 

Rites of Spring, Fawn Spots are razor 

edged and lightning fast. 

FALLS 
Four piece fuck rock band from North 

Wales. "Blistering Riffs, incredible 

vocals and frankly too much flesh. - 

BBC Radio 1" 

DOUGA 

Driving 90s-indebted indie punk. 

Duelling girl-boy harmonies & 

intertwining guitars with hooks that’ll be 

stuck in your head indefinitely. 

DOE 

DEAFKID 
Ex-Ghostpoet duo play electronica/pop. 

"A ghostly version of Alt-J at their 

melodic best" NME. "Very nice indeed" 

Lauren Laverne BBC6Music 

DAD ROCKS! 
A project by Snævar Albertsson from 

Mimas. They create a beautifully 

orchestrated sound that is also inspired 

by noise rock and electronic music. 

CONQUERING ANIMAL SOUND 
21st-century pop refracted through the 

prism of keen minds: deconstructed and 

reassembled; an ouroborous of ideas 

and ideals, endlessly innovating itself. 

COLOUR ME WEDNESDAY 
DIY feminist indie punk band from West 

London who play catchy songs about 

sexism, politics and the weather. Punk 

pop for punks who like pop. 

COCOS LOVERS 
7-piece musical force with folk, world, 

classical and psychedelic influences, 

featuring mandolin, banjo, harmonica, 

violin, musical saw, and flute.  

Old skool hip-hop/social commentary. 

Combining rudimentary electronic 

sounds and warm funk guitar riffs. 

Honesty-charged lyrics/dry delivery.' 

CHUMAN 

FIRESUITE 
Partially male-fronted Firesuite combine 

brutal noise with heart-stopping 

melodies and intricate instrumentation. 

New  album coming soon. 

FRAU POUCH 
Shambolic sci-fi art punk band.  

GLASS ANKLE 
An inventive indie/pop band who 

blend contemplative lyrics with 

charming boy-girl harmonies, intriguing 

instrumentation, & plaintive melody. 

GLOSSOM 
Many-sided jazz rock from Liverpool. 

Some say 'Steely Dan meets Spandau 

Ballet meets math rock'. Brass, rich 

harmonies and funky beats. 

GYMNAST 
Duo, somewhere in between alt-pop, 

trip-hop and electronica. Think 

Portishead / Björk / Kate Bush / The 

Knife / Wild Beasts / Beach House. 

HAIL! THE PLANES 
Welsh 6-piece. Lyrical and free flowing 

with a humble grandeur. Intricate yet 

unrestrained. Dynamic and intense. 

FFO: Talk Talk, Dirty Three. 

HER NAME IS CALLA 
Welsh 6-piece. Lyrical and free flowing 

with a humble grandeur. Intricate yet 

unrestrained. Dynamic and intense. 

FFO: Talk Talk, Dirty Three. 

HOT FEET 
The countryside is where Hot Feet make 

their music. They draw together a range 

of musical influences including delta 

blues, sixties folk and world rhythms. 

HOT SHORTS 
Soft rock 3-piece from Manchester, 

England (UK). FFO: Weezer, The 

Lemonheads, Stiltskin, The Spin Doctors. 

Songs mostly about "the internet". 

HOUSEWIVES 
Indebted to the scratch and scrawl of 

No Wave and Post Punk. Melody is often 

tossed aside in favour of clanging 

dissonance and sharp rhythmic turns. 

IEPI 

Noisy, dancy math-rock from Banyoles, 

Catalonia. Last day of tour with That 

Fucking Tank! 

JAMES KELLY 

James Kelly reveals a new alternative 

line up and explosive electric sound 

pairing up with new drummer Alex Platt. 

Epic. Heavy. Blues. 

JANE WEAVER 
Jane Weaver performs songs from 'The 

Silver Globe' her latest album combining 

French wave, cosmic Deutsch rock and 

European fantasy films. 

JEU 
Jeu are two brothers playing intricate, 

kinetic phrases over simple, hypnotic 

loops, loud and quiet, sad and happy. 

JIMMY BROOMFIELD 
Sad songs and tall tales from a happy 

man with a big voice. Jimmy's songs sit 

between soul, folk, punk and country. 

FFO Bon Iver + Ryan Adams 

JO MANGO 
In the crowded field of new folk, 

Mango's music stands alone in its 

complexity & quietude, honed in working 

with Vashti Bunyan, Adem, & Vetiver. 

French indie-rock with unusual song 

structures & sing-along gimmicks conjure 

up an appealing contrast between laid-

back atmospheres and raw energy."  

Contemporary folk band: fuelling fiddles, 

soaring brass crescendos, foot-stomping 

grooves & some of the most ambitious 

arrangements you're ever likely to hear. 

60's inspired surf-pop garage band from 

Halifax, with post-punk influences and 

vocal harmonies. FFO Best Coast 

An A1, tip-top, rocking jam fair. A 

sandwich of fun on ecstasy bread, 

wrapped up in a big bag like disco 

fudge. 

THE LONGCUT 

Psychedelic punk feat. current and ex-

members of Silent Front, Kong, 

Oceansize and Hawk Eyes. FFO: Pissed 

Jeans, Arab on Radar, Neu, & The Fall. 

THE MELTING SNOW QUARTET 

THE OLD DANCE SCHOOL 

THE ORIELLES 

The Salsa Boys are not a band you 

idiots. FFO: V-Festival crowds, childbirth, 

and Tangy Cheese Doritos. 

THE SALSA BOYS 

A pop band from Cardiff who sound a 

bit like Camera Obscura, The Supremes, 

The Ramones, Alvvays, She & Him and 

The Beach Boys 

Wakefield indie-rock, part of the 

Philophobia Music family. Some, but not 

all songs are named after the finishing-

moves of mid-90s pro-wrestler, Sabu. 
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THE SCHOOL 

LOCEAN 

“The evolution to sequencer blues; 

leaving electric blues in the past by 

warping their sonic creations with 21st 

century gadgetry.” (Now Then) 

One-man band. Loops and riffs. Good 

on guitar, good on drums. Noisy and 

anthemic. Energetic and determined. 

Messy, noisy, poppy indie-punk on Big 

Scary Monsters records. For fans of: 

Cloud Nothings / Sonic Youth / 

Latterman / Tubelord. 

 

THE CHAMPAGNE BOYS: A rare appearance 

from Chris and James who used to run 

FOOTBALL and Transition. Expect Springsteen, 

Replacements, Blink 182, Fugazi & Sam Cooke. 
 

DOTS & LOOPS: Nice chaps from Manchester 

playing shoe-gaze, indie, psych, kraut-rock + 

pop. In their 9th year.  
 

JEN LONG: Jen Long is the sexiest ever DJ to 

say Family Guy a lot on BBC3 and sit next to 

Greg James for a summer while running label 

Kissability. 
 

J-WO (OJ RECORDS): Co-creator of 

‘Manchester Standards’ anthology and Deaf 

Institute regular. Expect hot, original rhythm & 

blues, garage and modern indie stompers. 
 

TURN IT OUT: Manchester based alternative 

club-night, gig promotion and blog collective. 
 

UNDERACHEIVERS: Born from house-parties and 

indie discos, we wish to surprise and make 

your night. Playing noise rock to indie-pop, 

and joining the dots! 

 

THE SPILLS 

THE YACHT CLUB 

THOUGHT FORMS 
A superb brew of sludgy storm-warning 

fuzz, needling distortion and giddy MBV 

harmonies, Taking volume and drone 

into highly blissed-out territories.  

TOM LONG 

A haunting sound based around a vast 

landscape of reverb-soaked guitars, 

orchestral strings, piano, organ and 

multi-layered vocals. 

Acoustic set from Easter frontman. “Built 

on 90s US alt-rock foundations – think a 

holy trinity of Sebadoh, Slint and Sonic 

Youth." (Folly of Youth)  

TOMORROW WE SAIL 

TRIBAL FIGHTERS 
Sometimes instrumental surf rock, 

sometimes shouty slacker pop. There 

are masks and dance moves too. 

Like a wave, but not. Offering twisted 

laments of post-hardcore shone through 

a prog-infused prism whilst Black Francis 

& Faraquet observe in quiet disdain. 

UNWAVE 

Imagine the royal variety performance, 

except this time we behead the royal 

fuckers a la 1789, live, to a soundtrack 

of YES, Black Sabbath/Flag & QOTSA. 

TROJAN HORSE 

TRUST FUND 
Mopey power-pop about how difficult it 

is being a sensitive white-guy. 

Simple indie-pop songs the way they 

should be: clean guitars and clean 

hearts. 

URANIUM LAKE 

Psychedelic punk feat. current and ex-

members of Silent Front, Kong, 

Oceansize and Hawk Eyes. FFO: Pissed 

Jeans, Arab on Radar, Neu, & The Fall. 

USA NAILS 

VEÍ 
Under the Veí moniker, multi-

instrumentalist and producer Jonn Dean 

creates dark and haunting soundscapes 

with his electronic paraphernalia. 

VENKMAN 

With influences from bluegrass to Brian 

Eno, expect quintessential Americana 

with 3 minute jangles mixed with lengthy 

wigouts. FFO Big Star, Wilco 

WALK 

“Male & female vocals work perfectly 

together through turns of dynamic indie, 

off-beat funk and progressive 

musicianship.” (Musical Mathematics) 

WALTON HESSE 

WHITEBELT 

WILLIAM WATTS 

WOAHNOWS 

WOT GORILLA? 

YARBO 

DJs 

Whitebelt play a severely danceable mix 

of juddering post-punk and melodic no-

wave pop... minimalist, repetitive thrills 

are a promise. 

Three-part harmony. Jangly guitars. 

Neil Young. 

Intense industrial techno/noise dude 

from Leeds. 

After establishing their unique take on 

math rock/emo, TYC return with half of 

the late PHARAOHS for their live debut 

full band performance. 

Wot Gorilla? combine elements of math, 

pop and progressive rock with heavy 

melodic breakdowns. 

Influenced by Radiohead, Bright Eyes & 

song writing giants of the 60's, expect 

a delicate and well-crafted performance 

from Daniel Pye with a 6 piece band. 

WILD BIRDS 

THEO 

Artist descriptions (mostly) written by the acts themselves – thanks to all those who contributed! 


